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The fourth industrial revolution is here and for many, the way we work today
isn’t working. Fitting diverse 21st century lifestyles into the rigidity of traditional
office–based, fixed-hour templates is causing creative burnout, increased mental
health problems and people not meeting their full potential at work or at home.
The new world of work is teeming with change, with shifts away from repetitive
tasks to solving new problems each day; from the confinement of a corporate
office to the freedom of flexible spaces; from a job for life to multiple careers that
often run in parallel. Whilst the future may be uncertain, one thing is clear: as
businesses and as workers, we will win through the evolution of our attitudes
towards work and expectations of it, as well as where and how it’s done.
Guardian Jobs has teamed up with The New Work to explore the key trends
shaping the future of work in 2020 and beyond. In this report, we’ll share
different perspectives on how to curate your place within the flexible future
including:
1. The what: exploring what flexibility means for different people
2. The how: the rise of reskilling
3. The where: how workspaces are evolving to meet the needs of
modern workers

The New Work

The New Work is a network founded in 2018 based on the insight that individual
expectations of work were changing faster than organisations were evolving,
and that there was an opportunity to close that gap.
Led today by Heleana Blackwell, The New Work seeks to create actionable
insights that help people gain more flexibility within their role, team or business
and to help them navigate the changes that are inherent in the evolution of work.
Specifically, the network set out to connect the three groups of people who have
the power to change the shape of work:
▶ The organisations who need to embrace flexible working
▶ The individuals who want it
▶ The recruiters who fuel it
To find out more visit thenewwork.co.uk
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The what: exploring what flexibility
means for different people
As we live longer and spend more time in the labour market – our extended
careers bring into question the very notion of what work looks like – instead of
choosing between the binary options of ‘employed’ or ‘self-employed’, modern
workers are increasingly looking to be able to initiate transitions throughout
their careers through freelancing, a portfolio career or other hybrid approaches.

What’s changing?

Embracing ‘schedule shifting’: Employees are given core hours and have to
be in the office during a peak segment of the day – such as 10am-4pm, enabling
them to fit in important appointments around their work. It also benefits people
with different ‘chronotypes’ to work to their natural rhythms.

Perspective

Some of us have a genetic predisposition to function really well in
the morning (‘larks’) or perform better in the evening (‘owls’). Those
who fall somewhere in between, and relate to the average rhythm,
are ‘hummingbirds’. This is your chronotype: your body’s natural
timeline for eating, sleeping and working.
Peak alertness for the average person comes at noon, just when
we’re about to head off to lunch, and at 6pm, when we’re probably
commuting home. In terms of the standard workday at least, this
can represent a huge lost opportunity.
We will see a boost in productivity if we are able to work more in
line with our individual chronotype. The current rigid structures
do not allow us any leeway and as a result, deplete our performance.
If we can flex our working practices within our natural circadian
rhythms, we can create more harmonious relationships in and out
of the workplace, which will benefit everyone.

Annie Auerbach
Author of FLEX: The Modern Woman’s Handbook
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Portfolio careers: Technological innovation has opened up portfolio careers
to people motivated by a wide range of interests. For those contemplating
multifaceted professional goals, the rise of the ‘slashie’ has made it more possible
to adopt multiple identities throughout our careers at the same time. This
becomes even more powerful when we explore the synergies that exist between
one role and another; for instance – being an editor/publishing marketer/
literary events producer. These synergies can open up new business models and
opportunities to innovate within a business or as an entrepreneur.
Mainstreaming flexible working: A key factor in the mainstreaming of flexible
working arguably hinges on making it more accessible to men. Historically,
male employees asking for more work-life balance have encountered stigma.
However, a trend is emerging in which men are beginning to make their
flexibility needs heard.

Perspective

Modern-day fathers have a very different expectation when it comes
to work and life balance. Our research on The Millennial Dad at Work
indicated that almost nine in 10 modern dads were now actively
involved in day-to-day parenting, shaking off previous clichés of being
a secondary parent.
However at work, it’s fair to say that men aren’t always the best at
being vulnerable, so when negotiating flexible working it’s important
that dads (and parents all-round) can showcase how better flexibility
can and will lead to better productivity, without stifling any individual
ambition too. Flexible working comes in all sorts of different shapes
and sizes, and too often it’s just reduced to a stigma of ‘doing less work.’
If anything, in practical experience the exact opposite happens…

Han-Son Lee
Founder of DaddiLife

Read more
▶ The Millennial Dad at Work, by DaddiLife

▶ FLEX: The Modern Woman’s Handbook by Annie Auerbach
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The how: the rise of reskilling
Flexibility works best when it is democratised and paired with accountability.
However, this can be a challenge to implement within organisations held
back by legacy thinking, systems and operations that are incapable of
accommodating employees working on different schedules. It also requires a
new set of skills which historically have been labelled as “soft” but are actually
some of the hardest to master.
Flexibility at its core is a mindset and requires people and companies to be open
to constantly iterating how work gets done and the skills necessary to do it.

What’s changing?

Flex for all: Our workforce is becoming more age-diverse, with five generations
in the workforce today and a sixth going through mainstream education. Our
multi-generational work cultures mean that the access point to the conversation
on flex differs for each life stage. In this context, flexible working requests need
to be normalised across the generations and for this shift to happen, employers
will need to be comfortable making it reason-agnostic, measuring people on
output not hours to assess how well they are performing.

Perspective

We not only welcome but desire to accommodate flexibility across
our organisation. For us, flexibility is utterly essential to the depth
and breadth of thinking we need to prevail in a very competitive
environment. We look at how teams work, how each individual works
and also, who they are. We want people to love their jobs and work
in ways that support the team and fit themselves. At RedCompass,
the key to success of delivery and capabilities at work is tied into
understanding what those individuals need to develop and improve
their mental wellbeing and their balance.
RedCompass increased their budget for technology to support new
ways of working from £40k to £400k in 18 months and reported greater
productivity levels, more satisfied individuals and happier clients.

Kusum Prabhakar
Associate partner at RedCompass
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Working less but smarter: Reducing hours worked used to be associated with
people wishing to put their career on the back seat, but now many workers are
unlocking greater levels of productivity by doing focussed work over less time.
This is backed up by research: Microsoft in Japan has just announced its success
in ‘experimenting’ with a three-day week – productivity increased by nearly 40%.
‘Second act’ careers: Flexibility has become a ‘Swiss Army knife’ used by
workers as a way to achieve a number of career goals, from allowing current
careers to fit around side projects and reskilling to enter new roles or create new
career paths entirely. Commonly adopted by experienced workers who have
reached their potential in one path, those embarking on a second act career have
the time and energy to pursue something new.
The rise of reskilling: The age of automation is transforming types of jobs
available in our economy. Experts predict that middle-skilled roles could be
replaced by roles at either the higher and lower-skilled end of the economy. This,
combined with the automation of repetitive task-based roles and a shift towards
a need for higher-level cognitive and people skills such as managing teams,
influencing, creativity and strategy, means that the need for workers to be given
the space to reskill is more urgent now than ever before.

Perspective

More than ever, our ability to operate as a ‘learn it all’ is key to our
success at work. Accepting that reskilling is the new normal means that
people approach themselves and their careers as ‘work in progress’.
As change fast becomes the only constant, careers are now much
more squiggly and it’s more important than ever for people to take
ownership of their development. We’re no longer climbing career
ladders, we’re moving in and out of functions, professions and
organisations more frequently and this requires a new skillset.
People need to understand their values to know what motivates and
drives them. They need to have an insight into their strengths and
how they create the most impact. They need belief in themselves and
also to inspire other people to believe in them too. They need an active
network of people helping people and to explore their possibilities
regularly rather than rigidly following inflexible career plans. It’s these
skills that will help people to succeed in today’s world of work and
futureproof them for whatever comes next.

Helen Tupper
Author of The Squiggly Career
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The re-humanisation of the workplace: People are at their best when they
have the freedom to define the shape of the how, where and when of work,
leaving them more able to achieve their potential. We are too unique, and our
lives change too rapidly for a one-size-fits-all, static template of work.
As people seek to end the false compartmentalisation of work and personal
lives, the invitation to “bring your whole self to work” is one that more and more
companies will offer to attract and retain the best talent. This re-humanisation
of our workplaces is one of the key trends shaping the future of work.
Crucial to this is making the benefits of progress inclusive. Social innovators are
trying to ensure that the evolution of work delivers meaningful opportunities
for all people, including reskilling for those in manual and entry-level roles so
they have equal progression opportunities.

Read more
▶ The Squiggly Career by Helen Tupper and Sarah Ellis
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The where: how workspaces
are evolving to meet the
needs of modern workers
The symbiotic relationship between economic growth and the knowledge economy
is making ‘where’ we work one of the biggest macro trends of the next decade.
Over the last 10 years, companies have continued to move into desirable but
increasingly high-cost gateway cities like London for better access to potential
customers, suppliers and high-skilled employees. But as commuting times
continue to rise, and housing becomes increasingly unaffordable, highly skilled
employees and freelancers are looking to regional cities to build a better quality
of life. This has been evidenced in areas such as Manchester and Bristol which are
seeing exponential growth in flexible workspaces on offer.
People are now demanding the agency to shape how and where they work whilst
continuing to thrive in their respective industries. As the war for talent intensifies,
companies large and small are having to rethink the role that location and
environment play for their people.

What’s changing?

Not a one-size-fits-all: You only have to walk through a city in the UK to witness
how the provision of flexible office space and alternative work environments has
diversified. With solutions ranging from members-only industry clubs to hybrid
flexible office operators with coworking and private offices, the products on offer
are becoming as diverse as the needs of those looking for space.
The benefits of offering a breadth of workspace solutions are well evidenced;
consequently, progressive companies now acknowledge that environment isn’t
a one-size-fits-all solution and that employees should have the freedom to split
their time working in the corporate home office and working in other workspaces
in close proximity to where they live. The provision of flexible office solutions and
coworking facilities close to the homes of employees, freelancers and project teams
is helping companies to attract and retain the best talent whilst right-sizing space
requirements for companies as they shift from month to month.
Beyond space: As the breadth of flexible space on offer continues to expand, one
of the key factors defining the success of flexible offices or coworking spaces lies in
how effectively they can create, curate and connect the communities within and
around their workspaces.
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Perspective

We are seeing huge demand at Clockwise for our flexible office space
from occupiers with a variety of needs. Our members range in size,
from one-desk coworking memberships to private office memberships
for up to 150 people.
Some members want space over a long-term period, whilst many
others need the flexibility of a monthly contract. Members with
rapidly growing businesses can also use our flexible model to scale up
their space requirements within the same building or across various
Clockwise offices.
Thinking beyond physical space is also key. As such, we focus on the
depth of the relationships among our members, our team and our local
communities. These relationships are critical to our members’ success,
so we ensure to cultivate and grow them at every opportunity. This
puts us in a unique position to better anticipate the evolving needs of
people in our offices and innovate our physical workspaces and service
offerings accordingly.

Lesley Anne Jeffrey
Regional manager at Clockwise Offices

Read more
▶ Clockwise Offices
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Conclusion
Today’s businesses stand at a precipice in which they have two choices: continue
to enforce an outmoded approach to work, or learn to integrate the new work and
the inherent opportunities that lie within it. The journey is challenging and for
some, the gravity of prevailing culture will stall the transition. These traditional
businesses are at most risk of being left behind.
As automation reduces the need for repetitive roles performed at a single location,
more highly skilled knowledge-based roles are opening up that need agile thinking,
technical capabilities and people management. These roles can and are being
performed anywhere and everywhere.
Many of those considering their next role, as well as those entering the marketplace,
are demanding the agency to curate their careers. As we enter this new decade,
companies and workers of all kinds need to adopt a flexible mindset when it comes
to where, how and when work is done and in doing so will enable us all to thrive in
our increasingly complex and multi-faceted lives.
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Get in touch
To find out how we can help you navigate the new world of work
and find the right candidates please get in touch with us at
recruiter.advertising@theguardian.com

